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SITUATION VACANT
There is never a good time to take over as Liberal 
Democrat party leader. 

But whoever becomes leader this year faces a 
worse inheritance than any predecessor since Jo 
Grimond, with just eight MPs, only 63 second places, 
outright control of six councils and a shattered local 
government base.

The only advantages perhaps facing whoever 
becomes leader are that they have had a pretty graphic 
demonstration of what doesn’t work, and that there 
will be a fund of goodwill - at least for while - towards 
any leader who shows that they understand how to get 
the party back on its feet.

Liberator always send a questionnaire to leadership 
candidates, which we hope will provoke answers that 
shine a bit more light on their thinking than would 
straightforward questions about policy.

Tim Farron and Norman Lamb were each given the 
same questions and the same total word limit to use as 
they chose for their answers, and invited to write 100 
words about themselves.

As usual, Liberator makes no recommendation. Read 
and decide for yourself.

Question 1 
The general election has exposed 
the Liberal Democrat core vote at 
only 7.9% of the electorate. Should 
the party continue to maintain it 
can ‘win everywhere’, should it or 
build a core vote, and if so from 
where should a core vote be built?
TIM FARRON
In past elections the party has been good at mobilising 
the protest vote – and, as Jo Grimond said, there’s a lot 
to protest about! The problem, of course, is that protest 
voters abandoned us when we entered government. On 
top of that, some of our actions in coalition alienated 
some of the groups which were becoming more strongly 
attached to us: students, healthworkers, teachers and 
other public-sector professionals, ,. We must rebuild 
their trust and belief in us. A core vote is vital in 
winning list seats in Wales, Scotland and London next 
year and for Europe in 2019.  Realistically, we have 
to start by building on our previous parliamentary 
representation – the sixty or so seats where we are still 
in second place – plus others where we still have local 
strength. The very disparate nature of the eight seats 
we still hold offers some comfort here, representing a 
wide range of different areas, urban, rural and small-
town.

NORMAN LAMB
I want to reach out to liberals everywhere across 
the country. Almost 2.5m people voted for the party 
throughout the UK and we must ensure that we 
continue to represent them while also engaging with 
those who share our ideas, beliefs and values even if 
they didn’t vote for the party this time around. This is 

a liberal age. We must convince all those people who 
share our values that the Liberal Democrats are the 
party for them.

At the same time, we must ruthlessly target our 
efforts in seats where we can win at council level, in 
the Scottish and Welsh Parliamentary elections and in 
the 2020 general election. But it is important that we 
continue to offer the public a proper liberal choice.

Question 2 
What are you most proud of among 
the Coalition’s actions, and least 
proud?
NORMAN LAMB
Coalition necessarily involves compromise. But we 
lost trust over the tuition fees pledge and we made a 
mistake, in my view, over the so called bedroom tax. 
But there is so much we should be proud of. My own 
proudest achievement was making real headway in 
achieving equality for those suffering mental ill health 
and, in particular, introducing the first ever waiting 
time standards. 

We also legislated to introduce a cap on care costs 
for the first time. The pupil premium, which targets 
£2.5bn at children from the poorest backgrounds in 
school, has the power to change people’s lives. We were 
also right to raise the income tax threshold, taking 
millions on low pay out of income tax.

TIM FARRON
I have always said that the party did the right thing 
by signing up to coalition. It was the only option at 
the time to bring the country’s economy back on track; 
and the alternative would have been a minority Tory 
government and a second election. I believe history 
will judge the party – and Nick Clegg – more kindly 
than the election result suggests. 

There are many things we achieved in government 
of which I am incredibly proud – an £825 tax cut for 
25 million people, £2.5 billion to support the most 
disadvantaged school pupils, a state pension rise of 
£800 for millions of pensioners, the world’s first Green 
Investment Bank, support for renewable energy, the 
UK being the first major economy to meet the UN 
target for development aid, the beginnings of parity 
of esteem for mental health services, and much else. 
Given that we are a democratic party in deciding 
policy, Liberal Democrat members can be proud of 
having a hand in changing millions of lives across the 
country for the better. 

Which actions am I least proud of? As Birgitte 
Nyborg’s mentor Bent Sejrø says in Borgen, sometimes 
in politics you have to do things you don’t like. 
We were the junior partner in a coalition with the 
Conservatives; of course the government implemented 
Tory policies we wouldn’t have done but in turn it 
introduced Liberal Democrat policies that the Tories 
wouldn’t have brought in, and we stopped many, 
many unacceptable Tory policies too; all of this is what 
coalition means. Apart from tuition fees, the worst 
problems arose when we departed from the coalition 
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agreement for no good reason: the NHS reform bill 
and the bedroom tax are both examples – though the 
amendments to the NHS bill that we forced on the 
government thanks to pressure from the party at 
the 2011 spring conference made it much better. The 
failure of most of our political reform agenda was also 
a major disappointment – but remember that it wasn’t 
only the Tories’ fault: many Labour MPs campaigned 
against the AV referendum (despite it being in their 
own manifesto in 2010) and it was Labour and the 
Tories combined who stopped House of Lords reform.

At the end of the day, though, the government was 
more liberal, greener and fairer than it would have 
been without us – if anyone doubts that, just look at 
what the Conservatives will do now – but we failed to 
make that clear enough to the British public.

Question 3 
If you were in the same position as 
Nick Clegg was over tuition fees, 
(a pledge made then broken) how 
would you handle the problem?
TIM FARRON
The tuition fees episode was a disaster from start to 
finish. Having lost the argument within the party, 
fought an election with phased abolition of fees in 
the manifesto, and forced all our candidates to sign 
a pledge opposing any increase in tuition fees, the 
worst possible thing to do was to junk all of that and 
sign up to a rise in fees – but that’s exactly what we 
were asked to do. In retrospect, we should never have 
agreed to any element in the coalition agreement 
which involved our MPs abstaining on the way forward 
– it gained us no credit while attracting all the blame.

Of course there was a limit to what we could do 
– we were the junior partner in the coalition, after 
all. But we should have argued for it harder in the 
coalition negotiations; and if we were unable to reach 
agreement, we should simply have agreed to have no 
coalition policy on it. Having signed the pledge, we 
had to keep our word which is why I voted against the 
government on this.

And the tragedy was that the row obscured what was 
in the end a pretty good policy. We didn’t go along with 
the Browne Review’s recommendation of lifting the 
cap on fees entirely, we raised the threshold at which 
loans have to be repaid from £15,000 to £21,000, we 
ensured more money was spent on helping the most 
disadvantaged students get into university. The new 
system has not prevented young people from going 
to university – the number of students is now at a 
record high – and we also protected funding for further 
education. But that all tends to be forgotten.

NORMAN LAMB
Trust in politics is critical. We paid a very heavy 
price for losing trust. We have to convince people that 
we have learnt a painful lesson. That means only 
promising what we know we can achieve and then 
sticking to it. 

Question 4 
Nick Clegg has frequently been 
criticised for surrounding himself 

with advisers inexperienced in 
practical politics. From where would 
you draw your advice?
NORMAN LAMB
I have never felt like an insider in Westminster. I 
am not a career politician and so I have always been 
willing to take advice from all quarters. There is a 
wealth of knowledge from so many different walks of 
life within the party. 

My leadership would be open and always willing to 
engage with people across the party and beyond. It is 
vital that we draw on the resources that we have. I am 
also a big believer in evidence based policy - I even won 
an award for it from the Political Studies Association.

TIM FARRON 
I’m not sure I agree – Nick, and indeed the party, was 
supported by talented advisers from a whole range of 
backgrounds. Many of our wins in government were 
achieved thanks to their work behind the scenes and 
the support they provided to the parliamentary party.   

Personally, I look for advice from many people – 
party volunteers, party staff, my constituents, my 
family, parliamentary colleagues. I also think it is 
crucially important to be advised by people who are 
reflective of the party (and society) as a whole – women 
and men, BAME, of different abilities and sexual 
orientation – as the advice one receives is inevitably 
reflected in the positions one take and provides a wide 
perspective on issues. The most important thing is 
to make sure I listen to people who tell me when I’m 
wrong! Anyway, in the end advisers advise but leaders 
decide - and it’s the leader, not the advisers, who 
should be blamed when something goes wrong

Question 5 
Some argue the recent general 
election campaign was fought as a 
centrist party aiming to blunt the 
actions of others, rather than on Lib 
Dem policies. What did you think 
of it, and what you do differently in 
future?
TIM FARRON
We actually did both, but unfortunately the 
centrist message came over more strongly than our 
campaigning on our – very good – manifesto. The ‘cut 
less than the Tories and borrow less than Labour’ 
message may have been accurate, but ultimate defined 
the party by what it wasn’t, rather than what it was. 
Our stress on our negotiating ‘red lines’ at the end of 
the campaign was a good try, and helped to highlight 
the manifesto’s key commitments, but sounded like 
we were just interested in getting into government, 
not why we wanted to do so – it didn’t tell a liberal 
narrative.

 With hindsight, however, probably the campaign 
didn’t make all that much difference – and certainly 
our opinion poll rating (which the pollsters more or 
less got right) hardly shifted from start to finish. It 
was what had happened over the previous five years 
that had cemented the electorate’s view of us, and we 
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couldn’t change it in six weeks.

NORMAN LAMB
I feel very strongly that we should be speaking about 
our values as a party rather than seeking to define 
ourselves in relation to others. I want to build a 
progressive, radical, Liberal force. We have our own 
voice, and we must always speak up for liberalism.

Question 6 
What should be the Liberal 
Democrat response to the rise of 
Scottish and English nationalism?
NORMAN LAMB
Our response should be based on our core Liberal 
values and, in particular, the principle that we give 
power to people and to communities. We should be 
clear in advocating a federal United Kingdom. We 
are the most centralised country in Europe in terms 
of where taxes are raised. So real power must be 
devolved from Whitehall - and we should be radical 
in advocating this not just to Scotland and Wales but 
within England as well. But we must also be clear that 
we believe in uniting people, not dividing them. 

TIM FARRON
Nationalism is the opposite of liberalism, exalting 
the tribe above the individual, always looking for a 
scapegoat on whom to blame all evils, and revealing a 
deep intolerance to those who don’t share nationalist 
views. David Cameron’s pandering to UKIP’s 
Europhobia and bigotry against immigrants and his 
stoking up of English fears against the SNP’s potential 
influence on a Labour government are despicable, 
and pose the greatest threat to the unity and stability 
of the UK. To counter UKIP, we need to create a 
positive and emotive case for EU membership and 
the benefits of an open economy and immigration 
(while recognising its impacts on some communities). 
To counter the SNP, we need to offer a genuinely 
decentralised federal solution to the governance of the 
UK.

Question 7 
Would you regard your election 
as leader as a mandate to take the 
party in a particular direction, and if 
so, what?
TIM FARRON 
You can see what I believe on my website here (www.
tim2lead.com/my-values/). If the party votes for me to 
be leader that’s what I’ll aim to do.

 Some people like to talk up the differences between 
social liberals and economic liberals, as if they could 
never get on. Others pretend the two can be stuck 
together, as though social liberals only care about 
social issues and economic liberals are only interested 
in economic ones. Neither view is right; there is a 
spectrum of opinion running from those more prepared 
to accept government intervention, over taxation and 
spending, corporate regulation, or environmental 
action (‘social liberals’), to those who, wary of the 
dangers of big government, favour less intervention 

and more scope for markets. Neither view is absolute, 
and both have much to teach us. And if we were a 
party in which members all held the same view, we 
wouldn’t be a liberal party!

In reality, what unites us as liberals is much more 
powerful than what we disagree over: the rights of 
individuals and communities, the duty of government 
to ensure they flourish, beliefs in civil liberties, human 
rights, an open and internationalist approach, political 
reform, liberal environmentalism, social justice – this 
is the direction in which I want to lead the party.

 NORMAN LAMB
We are a democratic party. Decisions about the party’s 
direction are made by the membership and I am very 
proud that we are unique in consulting and voting to 
formulate our policies. It’s also critically important 
that we reconnect with the party grassroots and with 
all the people in our country who share our values 
but who don’t identify themselves with the Liberal 
Democrats. I want our party to be clear and consistent 
and radical in advocating liberal values so that people 
are proud to say they are a Liberal Democrat.

ABOUT NORMAN LAMB
Norman Lamb has been MP for North 
Norfolk in 2001 having stood there in two 
previous elections, slashing the majority of 
his opponent each time.

Between 2001-10 Norman had a number of roles 
for the party in parliament including shadow 
secretary of state for trade and industry and 
shadow health secretary.

In the Coalition, Norman served as a junior 
minister in BIS before being promoted to 
minister of state at the Department of Health.

There he championed a number of high profile 
liberal policies. His achievements include 
reforming the care system and, perhaps most 
prominently, introducing parity of esteem 
between treatment for mental and physical 
health in the NHS.  
 

ABOUT TIM FARRON
Tim lives in Cumbria, with his wife Rosie, 
his four children.

Tim joined the Liberal Democrats when he 
was 16.  Tim worked for ten years in higher 
education, while serving as a county and district 
councillor.

He became MP for Westmorland in 2005.  Tim 
has held various parliamentary roles including 
shadow secretary of state for environment, food 
and rural affairs, shadow Home Office minister 
and co-chair of the International Affairs Party 
Parliamentary Committee and parliamentary 
private secretary to the then party leader Ming 
Campbell.

From 2011-14 he was party president and 
in 2015 he was appointed foreign affairs 
spokesperson.


